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Sri Matri (dhyana) Mandir Vision 
 

“The structured visions of the cosmic Self 
Alive with the touch of being’s eternity” 

Savitri-96 
   “Alive in a dead rotating universe 
   We whirl not here upon a casual globe 
   Abandoned to a task beyond our force;” 

Savitri-59 
   “The world was a deep darkness great and nude.”  

Savitri-522 
   “Earth wheeled abandoned in the hollow gulfs 
   Forgetful of her spirit and her fate.” 

Savitri-1 
   “Our earth would ever spin unhelped in Space, 
   And this immense creation’s purpose fail 
   Till at last the frustrate universe sank undone.” 

Savitri-35 
   “Thou shalt know me in the rolling of the spheres 
   And cross me in the atoms of the whirl. 
   The wheeling forces of my universe 
   Shall cry to thee the summons of my name.” 

Savitri-700 
   “I will whirl thee as my chariot through the ways,”  

Savitri-701 
   “He has made blank ancient Space his marvel-house;” 

Savitri-630 
   “Above her rhythming godheads whirled the spheres, 
   Rapt mobile fixities here blindly sought 
   By the huge erring orbits of our stars.” 

Savitri-673 
Sri Matri (dhyana) Mandir Project is evolving through a pressure from 

Supramental World followed by a series of preliminary subtle physical vision and 
guidance. 

 
The Vision of Sri Matri (dhyana) Mandir was available on 28.12.2007 

prior to its inception. In this Cosmic Vision the Earth was a spherical globe and he 
(a resident of the Ashram to whom the vision was demonstrated) was standing 
outside the Earth in a small platform in the Space. A spindle bar from the top of 
the Earth was extended horizontally towards the Space and he was holding this bar 
with his two hands. His body was as big as one half of the Earth. He found the 
spindle bar started moving clockwise slowly and he lost the base and was hanging 
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on the space with single support of the hand. His physical mind became active and 
he wanted to retain his base but it was not possible as the spindle cannot move 
backward. He was informed by an inner voice that he can only find a base after 
360 degree movement in the Space representing one life cycle. So he moved 
forward in the Space with the awareness that if he loses his hand from the bar then 
he will be lost in the Space, which is like a bottomless dark pit. While moving 
forward he saw on the way a High Voltage three phase line extended in the Space 
and he has to cross this line in order arrive the Source. So his physical mind (who 
is very practical) thought that as soon as he would come closer to the High 
Voltage line he would be burnt to pieces. While thinking these things his body 
touched the High Tension line and nothing happened. So he thought as birds sit on 
the line and nothing happens so happened to him. But he again thought if his body 
would touch any two consecutive lines then the body might be destroyed. Then he 
saw that his body touched the second line and nothing happened. It was a gust of 
Force that pushed him to cross the High Voltage line. After crossing this obstacle 
he moved forward and forward in the circular path and returned to the Source and 
his feet got a base in the space outside earth.  
 
 When the location of Sri Matri (dhyana) Mandir construction was finalised 
at the centre of Sri Matriniketan Ashram, imagining its shape and an actual High 
Voltage line running by its side the above dream vision synchronized with this 
outer construction. The source of this vision was enquired through Sri K. Anurakta 
(of Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry) and as per him it has descended from a 
plane of The Mother’s Consciousness very close to the Supramental drawing earth 
to the sole dependency on the Supreme from above and awaits the right time and 
proper circumstance for the revelation in physical term and form through Sri Matri 
(dhyana) Mandir Construction. 
  

A complementary vision of the above took place on 12.05.2015 in which he 
saw a swing which has come down to the terrace of Sri Matriniketan Ashram from 
heaven. It can move backward to cross Bay of Bengal and forward to cross 
Arabian Sea and Africa. So he got a chance to sit on the swing through the gate of 
Ashram terrace and experienced swinging forward towards Arabian sea and 
Africa. While coming back from Arabian sea he got the feeling of fear or revolt 
from physical mind that if the swing tears then he will fall in the deep sea and get 
lost in its darkness. In spite of this feeling he returned safely to the terrace of Sri 
Matriniketan Ashram from which he started his journey.  
 
Vision on 25.04.2016: 

“As one too great for him he (Divine) worships her (Creation);  
He (Divine) adores her (Creation) as his regent of desire...” 

Savitri-62 
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He was in meditation in the morning from 6.00 A.M. to 6.45 A.M. in 
Lord’s room. During the end of meditation he saw The Mother and Sri 
Aurobindo’s big Photo in an altar. During the vision he saw Sri Aurobindo’s photo 
became alive in sitting position and He was golden Sri Aurobindo. After that he 
saw the Mother came out of the living body of Sri Aurobindo and She descended 
down from the altar towards him and after arriving the bottom most stair she 
instantly became a small child of around three year and She demonstrated him 
surrender by bowing down at the ground towards him. He witnessed the whole 
change and out of gratitude cried “Oh Mother” and put his two hands on the little 
mother by bending his body downward for some time. During getting this ecstatic 
Divine touch he waited for the time to come out from inner world to this surface 
world. Thus the vision ended. This was the Divine Mother’s demonstration of 
surrender towards Her creation through ‘child like motherhood’ as indicated in 
Savitri and She repeatedly reminded us that She is more young than the youngest 
little child. Her bowing down in surrender posture and Her emergence from Sri 
Aurobindo’s body reveals how Ishwari is created from Ishwara and how the 
Creatrix Mother is linked with Her creation through consecration.  
 
  “And overhead a blue-winged ecstasy” 

Savitri-715 
  “Lost in the blue deeps of immortality.” 

Savitri-672 
Incidentally on the same day when Maa Krishna went to the Lord’s room 

for meditation at around 10.30 A.M., she saw the whole room was filled with blue 
Light with Sri Aurobindo’s living Presence, though there was no blue bulb and no 
blue cloth. Then she found that this blue light was concentrated near the Mother’s 
Paduka. So she took number of Photos in order to verify if this light can be caught 
in the camera. 
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Photo taken after the blue light was vanished on the same day, 25.04.2016 
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Blue Light radiation photo from the The Mother’s paduka on 25.04.2016 

 
 

 
Sri Matri (Dhyana) Mandir civil Construction work started from the next 

day, 26.04.2016.                 
           
       

OM TAT SAT 
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